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APPRENTICE DEGREE
Nothing in Freemasonry is more
beautiful in form or more eloquent in
meaning than the First Degree. Its
simplicity and dignity, its blend of
solemnity and surprise, as well as its
beauty of moral truth, mark it as a
little masterpiece. No where may one
hope to find a nobler appeal to the
native nobilities of man. What we get
out of Freemasonry, as of anything
else depends upon our capacity, and
our response to its appeal; but its
hard to see how any man can receive
the First Degree and pass out of the
lodge room quite the same man as
when he entered it. 
 
What memories come back to us
when we think of the time when we
took our first step in Freemasonry. We
had been led, perhaps by the sly
remarks of friends to expect some
horseplay, but how different it was in
reality. Instead of mere play-acting,
we discovered, by contrast, a ritual of
moral law, an allegory of life and a
parable of those truths which lie at
the foundations of manhood. Surely
no man can ever forget that hour
when, vaguely or clearly, the
profound meaning of Freemasonry
began slowly to unfold before his
mind. The whole meaning of
initiation, of course, is an analogy of
the birth, awakening and growth
of the soul; its discovery of the
purpose of life and the nature of the

world in which it is to be lived. The
lodge is the world as it was taught to
be in the olden time, with its square
surface and canopy of sky, its dark
North and its radiant East; its centre an
Altar of obligation and prayer. The
initiation by the same token is our
advent from the darkness of prenatal
gloom into the light of moral truth and
spiritual faith, out of lonely isolation
into a network of fellowships and
relationships, out of merely physical
into a human and moral order. The
cable tow, by which may be detained
or removed should we be unworthy or
unwilling to advance, is like the cord
which joins a child to its mother at
birth. Nor is it removed until, by the act
of assuming the obligations and
fellowships of the moral life, a new,
unseen tie is spun and woven in the
heart, uniting us, henceforth,by an
invisible bond, to the service of our
race in its moral effort to build a world
of fraternal goodwill. 
 
Such is the system of moral philosophy
set forth in symbols to which the
initiate is introduced, and this light
each emblem, each incident, should be
interpreted. Thus Freemasonry gives a
man at a time when it is most needed,
if he be young, a noble, wise, time -
tried scheme of thought and moral
principle by which to read the meaning
of the world and his duty in it.

Freemasonry



MYSTERY OF NUMBERS
When the phenomenon of thinking in
terms of numbers actually began
will never be known. How it began, is
not difficult to conjecture. In fact,
there is much evidence which
confirms the following speculation on
how humans conceived a number
system.  
 
In separateness there is confusion.
The mind always seeks to synthesize,
to tie together its experiences for
simplicity and understanding. As for
events, they are experiences existing
in a period of human consciousness. A
period of consciousness may be from
the time a person awakens in the
morning until he closes his eyes in
sleep at night. Each event that occurs
during such a period may be quite
clear in itself to the mind. At night
before losing consciousness in sleep,
we are quite aware that many such
events occurred during the conscious
period of the day. The mind struggles
to know just how many times there
were. In other words, it seeks to
group them into a whole or an order
of quantity which we call numerical.
 
The mind also seeks to find some
symbol of this unity as a guide, that is,
something which appears as a whole
yet consists of the grouping of 
 
 

separate things. The hand is such a
symbol. It contains five fingers
grouped into a unity. The first attempt
at counting, therefore, must have been
on the fingers, just as children do
today. Quantity was determined by
comparison to these ten fingers.
Things or events, if they exceeded the
total fingers, or ten, were determined
as twice two hands or three times two
hands, and so on. 
 
The history of mathematics begins
with the Ionian Greeks about the 5th
century B.C. However, the Greeks
undoubtedly inherited much of
mathematics from the investigations
of their venerable predecessors, the
ancient Egyptians and Phoenicians. In
fact Greek tradition pays homage to
the Egyptians for the rudiments of
geometry. Also the science of, was
declared by them to be an attainment
of the Egyptians. For centuries, the
only indication that the Greeks
inherited this science of numbers was
found in references made by the
ancient Greek historians. 
 
Herodotus, Father of History, relates
how the Heliopolitan priests told him
they were the first discoveries of the
solar (sun) year, and that they divided
this year into a mathematical
arrangement of twelve parts or.......
continued ......on page 5 



MYSTERY OF NUMBERS
or months, each having thirty days. To
each year they added five days so
that the season would uniformly
repeat themselves. The Egyptians
accomplished the feat of the calendar
approximately 4000 B.C.! Then
Strabo, Greek historian of the 1st
century B.C., says in his geography of
Egypt: "And here it was, they say, that
the science of geometry originated,
just as accounting and arithmetic
originated with Phoenicians, because
of their commerce."
 
 

in part,WHEN.)
 
There are three components to the
first set of movements.You begin by
standing with your hands at your
sides.First, slap your thighs with the
palms of your hands.    The second
component is to cross your arms on
your breast – with your left arm over
your right. (Hint: if you dropped your
R.H. a little, you would be at the S.of
F.) 
 
Now, strike your SHOULDERS with
your palms.  
 
The third component in this series is
to raise your hands high over your
head. Clap your palms together, then
return your hands to your sides.
ONLY STRIKE YOUR THIGHS AGAIN IF
THE ABOVE MOVEMENTS ARE TO BE
REPEATED!  Repeat this series of
movements (according to the“Code”),
until they have been given a total of
3, 5, 7, or 9 times.  With your right
palm over your left (Hint: think of the
H.S.), give some smart claps for the
same number of Whether the Grand
Honours have been given 3, 5,7, or 9
times, the final set of movements is
always exactly  the same.• Give one
smart clap with the right palm on the
left palm. (Hint: think of the H.S.
position.)•                               
continued ......on page 6

  PROTOCOL & ETIQUETTE
GRAND HONOURS
The Grand Honours of Freemasonry
have been preserved unchanged for
centuries. Their use today is as
carefully guarded and regulated by
specific rules as was the case by our
ancients. Just as the Romans before
us had their own set of rules.It is
important, therefore, that the Grand
Honours be carried out properly, in
order to convey and maintain the
special meaning which they
hold.The Grand Honours consist of a
series of movements.These
movements are repeated a set
number of times, according to a
“Code” which is outlined in Section
15 of our Constitution. (Section 15
also describes WHO is entitled to
receive the Grand Honours and



GRAND HONOURS
Then give one smart clap with the left
palm on the right palm.• End with one
smart clap with the right palm on the
left palm again. (Hint: think of the H.S.
position.)
 

Being "under the tongue of good
report" is equivalent, in Masonic
technical language, to being of good
character or reputation. It is required
that the candidate for initiation should
be one of whom no tongue speaks
evil. The phrase is an old one, and is
found in the earliest rituals of the
eighteenth century.
 
In the early rituals of the eighteenth
century, the tongue is called the key
to the secrets of a Freemason; and
one of the toasts that was given in the
Lodge was in these words: "To that
excellent key of a Mason's tongues
which ought always to speak as well in
the absence of a Brother as in his
presence; and when that cannot be
done with honor, justice, or propriety,
that adopts the virtue of a Mason,
which is Silence."
Freemasonry
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"A good friend of mine once said 'It's
really easy to say what you are not.
It's hard to say what you
are'......Anybody can talk about why
something's bad. Try doing
something good."
 
- Joseph Gordon-Levitt

TONGUE OF GOOD REPORT

 HIGH TWELVE
The Latin nonus referred to the ninth hour

of the day, that is, nine hours after sunrise.

In the Medieval church it referred to the

middle hour between midday and sunset,

that is, about three o’clock P.M. In the

course ot time it came to refer to any part

of the middle of the day, and finally to

twelve o’clock. The origin of our “High

Twelve” is uncertain, but it is probable that

it goes back to a time before “noon" was

generally used for twelve o’clock; the

“high” doubtless refers to the sun, which at

that time was at its highest point in the

sky.



Add short body of text
Emergency Degree Team at Kingsway

Lodge. Congratulations to our new

Apprentice  Mason

R.W. Bro. Harry Ansara & W. Bro. Robert Foote at Sunnylea Lodge on the Official

Visitation. Congratulations to our new Entered Apprentice and W. Bro. Kevin Ho and

brethren of Astra Mount Dennis for winning the Travelling Gavel

M.W. Bro. Donald Campbell at at Sunnylea LodgeLodge



THE CONCURRENCE
This Month's Consideration of a Famous Opinion

 Every conscious act is performed with the purpose of attaining some end. If
the end falls short of the idea, the preceding acts were useless labours. Not all
high accomplishments require the element of time as an assurance of their
success, but where they do, haste robs of their perfection.

There is something extremely fascinating in quickness; and most men are
desirous of appearing quick. The great rule for becoming so is, by not
attempting to appear quicker than you really are; by resolving to understand
yourself and others, and to know what you mean, and what they mean, before
you speak or answer. Every man must submit to be slow before he is  quick;
and insignificant before he is important. The too early struggle against the pain
of obscurity corrupts no small share of understandings. Well and happily has
that man conducted his understanding who has learned to derive from the
exercise of its regular occupation and rational delight; who, after having
overcome the first pain of application, and acquired a habit of looking inwardly
upon his own mind, perceives that every day is multiplying the relations,
confirming the accuracy, and augmenting the number of his ideas; who feels
that he is rising in the scale of intellectual beings, gathering new strength with
every new difficulty which he subdues, and enjoying today as his pleasure that
which yesterday he laboured at as his soil. There are many consolations in the
mind of such a man which no common life can ever afford; and many
enjoyments which it has not to give! It is not the mere cry of moralists, and the
flourish of rhetoricians; but it is noble to seek truth, and it is beautiful to find it.
It is the ancient feeling of the human heart that knowledge is better than
riches; and its is deeply and sacredly true!
- SYDNEY SMITH, 1771-1845

   ADVICE TO YOUNG MEN

Every young man ought to belong
to some first-class fraternal
organization. In no way can he gain
so many substantial advantages,
mentally, morally and financially, at
so small a cost of time or money as
by forming such a connection.

The teachings he will receive in the
lodge room are of a high and
ennobling character. It is line upon
line, precept upon precept; and not
only this, but he will see numberless
instances of the practical application
of the lessons taught. 
continued on page 9.............



The lodge room is a good school. It
teaches how to conduct debates, the
value of discipline, the strength of
combined numbers, social customs,
mutual dependence, and the necessity
of promptitude and fidelity in the
discharge of every duty. Moreover, it
accustoms one to public addresses and
ceremonials, and if a person is so
inclined, it affords the best possible
means to acquire the art of oratory.
Thousands of our best speakers today
got their first and most valuable
lessons in the lodge room.
 
The benefit one gets, financially, by
lodge membership, is usually of an
indirect character, rather than
otherwise. It does not come in the way
of wages, or contributions for his
individual benefit, unless perchance, to
guard him or his against actual want;
but it comes in the way of a wide and
valuable acquaintance that afford him
an opportunity to help himself, when
otherwise he might be a stranger in a
strange land. It gives him the
advantage of confidence when else
there would be distrust. A good name
is better than gold or precious stone,
but a good name is only valuable
where its possessor is known.
- FREEMASONRY

ALLEGORY
 
 
 

meaning another, the compound
gives us our "allegory," which is the
speaking about one thing in the
terms of something else.
 
In Masonry we have the allegory of
Solomon's Temple, of a journey, of
the legend of a martyr builder, etc.,
in each case the acting and
describing of one thing being
intended to refer to some other
thing.For example, the building of
Solomon's Temple is described, not
for the purpose of telling how that
structure was erected, but to
suggest boxy men may work
together in brotherliness at a
common task.

The Greeks called a place of public
assembly agora; from this they built
the word agoreuein, meaning speak,
in the sense of ad-dressing a public.
When to this is added alias, 

 SQUARE
 

It matters not what'er your lot 

Or what your task may be,
One duty there remains for you,
One duty stands for me.
Be you a doctor skilled and wise,
Or do your work for wage,
A labourer upon the street,
An artist on the stage;
One glory still awaits for you,
One honour that is fair,
To have men say as you pass by:
"That fellow's on the Square."
 
 



Celebration of 50 YEAR PIN to R.W. Bro. Murray
Dow, a great Mason from Mimico No. 369

"This is the moment ..... this is the
most important moment right now.
Which is; We are about contribution.
That's what our job is. It's not about
impressing people. It's not about
getting the next job. It's about
contributing something."
- Benjamin Zander
 
R.W. Bro. Murray Dow, you have made
a significant contribution to Masonry.
Your humility is infectious!

"I wake up each day with the firm
conviction that I am nowhere near my
full potential. 'Greatness' is a verb."
- Maurice Ashley



MASTER MASON'S NIGHT

Graphics and pictures by Illustrious Bro. Victor Tavares

The solemn promise made by a Freemason on his admission into any Degree
is technically called his obligation. In a legal sense, obligation is synonymous
with duty. Its derivation shows its true meaning, for the Latin word obligatio
literally signifies a tying or binding. The obligation is that which binds a man to
do some act, the doing of which thus becomes his duty. By his obligation, a
Freemason is bound or tied to his Order. 
continued ...........on page 12
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OBLIGATION
Hence the Romans called the military oath which was taken by the soldier his
obligation, and, too, it is said that it is the obligation that makes the
Freemason.
 
Before that ceremony, there is no tie that binds the candidate to the Order so
as to make him a part of it; after the ceremony, the tie has been completed,
and the candidate becomes at once a Freemason, entitled to all the rights
and privileges and subject to all the duties and responsibilities that enure in
that character. The jurists have divided obligations into imperfect and
perfect, or natural and civil. In Freemasonry there is no such distinction.
 
The Masonic obligation is that moral one which, although it cannot be
enforced by the courts of law, is binding on the party who makes it, in
conscience and according to moral justice. It varies in each Degree, but in
each is perfect. Its various clauses, in which different duties are prescribed,
are called its points, which are either affirmative or negative, a division like
that of the precepts of the Jewish law. The affirmative points are those which
require certain acts to be performed; the negative points are those which
forbid certain other acts to be done. The whole of them is preceded by a
general point of secrecy, common to all the Degrees, and this point is called
the tie.

- MACKEY'S ENCYCLOPEDIA

Bro. Alex Banaag of Trillium Lodge, a new
Master Mason. Congratulations!
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Trillium Lodge - MM Degree

There is a Russian story in which a poor man asked aid of another as poor as
himself: "Brother, I have no money to give you, but let me give you my hand,"
was the reply. "Yes, give me your hand, for that, also, is a gift more needed
than all others," said the first; and the two forlorn men clasped hands in a
common need and pathos. There was more real charity in that scene than in
that scene than in many munificent donation made from a sense of duty or
pride. 
 

Indeed, we have so long linked charity with the giving of money that the
word has well nigh lost its real meaning. In his sublime hymn in praise of
charity, St Paul does not mention money at all, except to say "and although I
bestow all my goods to feed the poor, and have not charity, it profiteth me
nothing." Which implies that a man may give all the money he possesses and
yet fail of that Divine grace of Charity. Money has its place, but it is not
everything, much less the sum our duty, and there are many things it cannot
do. A great editor sent the following greeting at the New Year:
 
"Here is hoping that in the New Year there will be nothing that matter with
you that money cannot cure."
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DEPUTY GRAND MASTERS MESSAGE MARCH 2019
Why go to Masonic Events? Can’t
you learn the core lessons of
Freemasonry from just attending
your own lodge? Well, of course you
can, but visiting and special events
provide an opportunity to expand
your horizons – meet new people,
look at things from a different
perspective.
 
The first major special event, in
Masonic history,was a meeting at
the Goose and Gridiron Alehouse,
located in a section of London
known as St. Paul’s Churchyard, on
June 24, 1717. It was not a Lodge
meeting. It was a revival of the
quarterly meetings, which the
Masons apparently used to have. It
seems they had an election and a
banquet. I’m sure there was also
much time for the  Brethren to chat
and get to know one another.
 
The Grand Master and I recently had
the opportunity to attend the
Conference of GrandMasters of
North America, and the Grand
Secretary went to the Conference of
Grand Secretaries, which was
conveniently held at the same time
and in the same place. It took place
in South Dakota in February, but the
warmth of the fellowship made up
for the cold weather.There were 
 
 

speakers who inspired us and seminars
where we could share our challenges
and successes. And, of course, a
banquet.
 
You, too, have several opportunities
coming up to participate in a special
event.
 
On March 24, Brock University, in
partnership with our Grand Lodge, will
be putting on the tenth Annual Sankey
Lecture. Dr. Chernoh Sesay, Jr., Associate
Professor of Religious   Studies at DePaul
University, Chicago, willpresent a talk on
the origins of Prince Hall Freemasonry in
the early American Republic,together
with some reflections on the problems
and possibilities of democracy in
America. The Sankey Lectures are
actually put on for the students, but the
public is invited to attend, andour
enthusiastic support has meant that the
Sankey Lectures are the best attended
lectures on the Brock campus. This year,
we hope our numbers will be bolstered
by a number of ourPrince Hall Brethren.
Admission is free but tickets are required
and can be obtained at:
http://sankeylectures.ca/tickets.
 

On April 6, we will be holding an Especial
Communication of Grand Lodge in North
Bay. In a hearkening back to the days of
the quarterly communications revived in
continued on page 16......... 
 
 

R.W. Bro. David J. Cameron
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DEPUTY GRAND MASTERS MESSAGE MARCH 2019
1717, we occasionally call a meeting of
Grand Lodge in addition to our
Annual Communication. These have
been in different locations around the
province. In recent years, we have
held them in Ottawa, Sudbury and
Thunder Bay. A great chance for
Brethren from around the province to
get a glimpse of what goes on at the
Fairmont Royal York. We will have
seminars and reports from a few
Committees and special talks by the
Grand Archivist and the Grand
Historian. Much pomp and
circumstance will be taking place in
North Bay! True to form, we’ll also
have a banquet and opportunities for
the Brethren and their partners to
socialize.
 
And lastly, of course, the big festival,
the Annual Communication is coming
up soon. This is such an event, that
most of us call it “Grand Lodge”even if
that is a misnomer. Preceded by the
annual meetings of the Board of
General Purposes, the Masonic
Foundation and the MASONICh.I.P.
Foundation, all of which are open to
all Masons by the way. The Annual
Communication is several days of
meeting and working with our
Brethren. Committees report on their
activities, educational seminars
are held, elections take place, and 
 
 

 
 

the new officers are installed. Oh, and
did I say there is a banquet? R.W. Bro.
Allan Casalou, the Grand Secretary of
California and a great speaker,whom I
have often quoted, will be giving a talk
at the banquet. And Bro. Sam Friedman,
author of Millennial Apprentices: The
Next Revolution In Freemasonry, whom
I also often quote, will beholding a
seminar. The booking information will
be coming out soon, so make sure to
watch for it.are installed. Oh, and did I
say there is a banquet? R.W. Bro. Allan
Casalou, the Grand Secretary of
California and a great speaker,whom I
have often quoted, will be giving a talk
at the banquet. And Bro. Sam Friedman,
author of Millennial Apprentices: The
Next Revolution In Freemasonry, whom
I also often quote, will beholding a
seminar. The booking information will
be coming out soon, so make sure to
watch for it.
 
R.W. Bro. David J. Cameron
Deputy Grand Master
 

"I try to be a realistic optimist: I'm
very clinical about where we are
today, but extremely optimistic
about what we're going to get done
in the future."
- Ben Silbermann
 
 

 
 

R.W. Bro. David J. Cameron
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"Happy is the man who has sown in his breast the seeds of benevolence;
 the produce thereof shall be charity and loveFrom the fountain of his he
art shall rise rivers of goodness; and the streams shall overflow for the be
nefit of mankindHe assisteth the poor in their trouble; he rejoiceth in furt

hering the prosperity of all men" UNTO THEE I GRANT  - 1760

                                                     THIRD DEGREE                                                         
Bro. Alex Banaag, You have just received the Sublime Degree of a

Master Mason and are now a full fledged member of your respective lodge.
We congratulate you upon attaining light in Freemasonry. Although you have

now completed your symbolic degrees, may we impress upon you the
importance of continuing study of the great truths which have been present

ed to you in the past few months. Freemasonry is not merely a series of
ritualistic initiation; its teachings carry far greater wisdom than can be

absorbed at a single sitting. The teachings of our Order comprise a
living force, a force that grows with understanding. As such, they should be
practiced constantly, not merely within the confines of the Lodge room, but

in your daily life, and relations with your fellow men, as well.Ritual alone cann
ot make you a good Mason; it is everyday application of its teachings that
will broaden your powers of understanding. Then, and only then, can you

really and truly look upon yourself as "an upright man and a Mason"

  FIRST DEGREE
The first degree of Craft Masonry, the Entered Apprentice Degree is symbolic 

of birth. The candidate in a state of darkness is brought into the lodge not 
knowing what will follow but trusting in his guide to lead him along the way 
in his quest for light (knowledge). While little of an historical sense is revealed

to him, he is instructed about the inner workings and principles of the craft
and during the Junior Warden's lecture is taught the antiquity of the society as

well as the symbolism of King Solomon's Temple and its building, 
completion and dedication.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      
   

SECOND DEGREE
You have taken another step forward along the path to Masonic light. 
We congratulate you upon your diligence. Once again we enjoin you: 

retire to study the lessons you have learned, to return once more
prepared to enter our portals to receive the third and final instruction 

into our Fraternity.


